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Core tip: Retinal vein occlusion (RVO) is the second
vascular retinal cause of visual loss and is defined by
the occlusion of a retinal vein. The diagnosis of the disease is easier with the common use of spectral domain
optical coherence tomography and fluorescein angiography. The treatment options for RVO, has changed
over the past years with the introduction of the intravitreal injections of dexamethasone (Ozurdex), bevacizumab (Avastin), ranibizumab (Lucentis) and aflibercept
(EYLEA). This manuscript is a review of current literature about RVO and provides tools and knowledge to
guide the physician in treating patients.

Abstract
Retinal vein occlusion (RVO) is the second vascular
retinal cause of visual loss and defined by the occlusion
of a retinal vein. It is divided into branch retinal vein
occlusion or central retinal vein occlusion, depending
on the location of occlusion. RVO has severe medical,
financial and social implications on the patients. The
diagnosis of the disease is easier nowadays with the
use of spectral domain optical coherence tomography
and fluorescein angiography. The treatment options
for RVO have changed dramatically over the past few
years with the introduction of the intravitreal injections
of dexamethasone (Ozurdex), bevacizumab (Avastin),
ranibizumab (Lucentis) and aflibercept (EYLEA), along
with the panretinal laser photocoagulation, abandoning
former treatment modalities and surgical solution. This
manuscript is a review of current literature about RVO
with emphasize on the pathophysiology, risk factors
and prevention, diagnosis and sub-group categorization
and treatments including medical and surgical. Since no
official guidelines are available for the treatment of RVO
patients, and considering the latest developments in
the treatment options, and the variety of follow-up and
treatment modalities, this manuscript aims to provide
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INTRODUCTION
Retinal vein occlusion (RVO) is a retinal vascular disorder. Its main characteristic is the (partial) occlusion of
the central retinal vein (CRVO) or of a branch retinal
vein (BRVO) followed by the associated veins becoming engorged and dilated, intraretinal haemorrhages and
edema in the retina and mainly the macula. In some cases
retinal ischemia is seen which consists of areas of nonperfusion of retinal capillary bed, more or less extensive,
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in the periphery or in the macular area. The ischemia is
associated with deep large hemorrhages and sometimes
cotton wool spots (CWS)[1-7].
RVO is considered the second vascular retinal cause
of visual loss, after diabetic retinopathy, and is responsible for up to 12% of severe visual loss[8-11]. RVO occurs
most commonly in middle-aged and elderly individuals
of age 50 and more. The incidence of RVO is 0.7% of
the population between ages of 49 and 60, and rises to
4.6% above the age of 80, with about 15%-20% of patients having CRVO and the rest BRVO[12,13]. Hemiretinal
vein occlusion involves the blockage of one of the two
central retinal vein trunks, an extraordinary anatomical
change found in up to 20% of the population, making it
a less common RVO[14].
The pathogenesis of RVO is believed to be a compression, externally, on the wall of the retinal vein in the
lamina cribrosa (CRVO) or at an arterio-venous crossing
(BRVO) by the adjacent artery[15]. The type of RVO and
clinical picture is the result of the location of interruption. In CRVO the whole venous system, in all 4 quadrants, is involved and characterized by optic disk edema,
retinal veins in all 4 quadrants become dilated and torturous, CWS, and large areas of capillary nonperfusion.
Haemorrhages are a significant clinical finding in CRVO,
and are found in all four quadrants. CRVO can be further
divided clinically into perfused (non-ischemic) or nonperfused (ischemic). The haemorrhages in CRVO can
be divided into deep retinal haemorrhages in ischemic
CRVO, and superficial dot and flame-shaped haemorrhages in non-ischemic CRVO.
BRVO consists of the same clinical findings in one
major retinal vein and its quadrant.
Another subtle, less frequent finding is a macular venule occlusion, which does not involve any major arcade
but only a small branch draining the macula, and is frequently missed[16].

Several factors such as blood dyscrasia, degenerative
or inflammatory disease, hypotension and obstructive
sleep apnea, were suggested to take part in the pathogenesis[17-20]. In young patients under the age of 50, a complete work up is warranted to find the cause for RVO.
Macular edema (ME) is the main complication in
RVO patients and is a result of an increase in retinal and
macular capillary permeability and leakage leading to hypoxic environment in the retina and changes, resulting in
expression of many mediators of inflammation and later
to BRB break down[21,22].
Inflammation plays a major role in macular edema development with many mediators having a role including:
cytokines, interleukins, chemokines, angiotensin 2, vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), prostaglandins, P and
E-selectins, vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1),
ICAM-1 and particularly activation of resident cells like
microglia, macrophages and neutrophils[22]. Macular edema consists of accumulation of fluid with initial swelling
of the Muller cells and intra retinal fluid accumulation in
the outer plexiform and inner nuclear layers.
VEGF A (VEGF-A) is a very important regulator
in angiogenesis and vascular permeability and has been
shown to have a key part in the pathogenesis of neovascularisation (NV) and macular edema in RVO. VEGF-A
is required, along with other mediators, for blood vessel
growth in pathological angiogenesis[10].
Risk factors
Several risk factors have been implicated as having a role
in RVO.
Glaucoma: Open angle glaucoma is an ocular risk factor
which is most commonly connected to RVO patients and
plays a role in RVO pathogenesis due to compromised
venous flow and stasis induction in the face of high
intraocular pressures (IOP)[23-27]. This process usually occurs in the lamina cribrosa and leads to CRVO formation
and increase of severity[28]. History of glaucoma may be
found in up to 4.5% of CRVO patients[29]. IOP lowering medications may improve perfusion in patients with
CRVO and is considered as preventive treatment in the
fellow eye, which has a 10% risk of developing RVO as
reported in the Branch Vein Occlusion Study (BVOS)[14,30,31].

PATHOGENESIS AND RISK FACTORS
Pathogenesis
The pathogenesis of RVO is not fully understood and it
appears to be multifactorial and different for BRVO and
CRVO. Both types however share an arterial disease as
part of the etiology as part of a systemic cardiovascular
risk profile[14].
BRVO occurs at a retinal arteriovenous crossing,
where both artery and vein share a common adventitia[8].
The compression of the artery on the vein results in the
formation of a turbulent flow which can be demonstrated by fluorescein angiography and can lead to thrombus
formation[9].
CRVO is the result of arterial compression on the
vein in the lamina cribrosa where both vessels share a
common fibrous sleeve. The central retinal vein usually tends to narrow in aging eyes of otherwise healthy
individuals in that location, and causing a disturbance to
the normal laminar flow. This disturbance increases the
chance of turbulent flow and thrombus formation[17].
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Hypertension, diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular
disease: These conditions are found in over 64% of
RVO patients over 50 years old. They tend to appear
more in BRVO patients than in CRVO ones[23]. Hypertension is a significant risk factor and accelerates arterial
stiffness[32]. In diabetic patients, the prevalence of CRVO
is equal to that of the general population, but following
CRVO, diabetic patients have more disc neovascularization and are more likely to require panretinal photocoagulation (PRP) laser treatment[33].
Hyperlipidemia and hypercholesterolemia: Hyperlipidemia and hypercholesterolemia are found in over 70%
of RVO patients and more prominent in RVO patients
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under the age of 50[24,34,35].

6.9 in Hispanics[32,58].

Obesity and smoking: These two risk factors are associated with RVO but in a lesser degree than the prior risk
factors[34,36].

BRVO
Natural history
Visual acuity: In BRVO patients the initial VA is generally found to be worse than 20/40 and although it
tends to improve, a final VA better than 20/40 is seldom
seen[59,60]. In most patients the improvement in VA was
found to be up to 28 letters[59].
In the BVOS[30,31] a significant deterioration of vision
was found in 20% of untreated eyes, and in 25% of cases
final VA was worse than 20/200.

Thrombophilia: The findings of high levels of homocysteine in RVO patients led to the idea that thrombophilia has a role in the pathogenesis[8,12]. This role is
particularly interesting in young RVO patients, in whom
the pathogenesis of the disease may differ from patients
with atherosclerosis, usually older[37]. A big meta-analysis
of more than 500000 patient’s files indicated a RR of
nearly 2.5 times for CRVO in the presence of a hypercoagulable state including homocysteinemia[32].
Two other meta-analyses showed an increased risk
for RVO by 50%-60% in patients carrying the factor V
Laiden mutation. Other disorders such as disturbances in
antithrombin, protein C or S or the G21201a mutation
were not found to be in association with RVO[15].
The relation between other conditions such as lupus
anticoagulant or anticardiolipin antibodies and RVO is
still not clear[8,9,38-47]. Changes in platelets reactivity may be
a predisposing factor.
In a recent study on the levels of intravitreal thrombin
in RVO patients compared to control eyes, a significant
elevated thrombin activity and VEGF levels were found
in RVO patients compared to control eyes. Higher levels were found in CRVO patients compared to BRVO
ones. This led Bertelman , 2014, to the conclusion that
thrombin plays a role in RVO and direct treatment
should be evaluated[48].

NV: The incidence is believed to be relatively low but
there is no meaningful data on BRVO in relation to NV
and neovascular glaucoma (NVG)[59].
It is believed that with severe and extensive area of
ischemia of over one-third of the retina, there is a higher
incidence of NV[15].
Macular edema: Macular edema in BRVO patients develops in 5%-15% of eyes in 12 mo[59]. The GENEVA
clinical trial showed an improvement in both treatment
and sham groups, although the treatment group had a
bigger decrease in central retinal thickness of 208 µm
compared to only 85 µm in the sham group. In a subanalysis, eyes with a shorter duration of ME had a better
VA outcome after treatment[61].
Fellow-eye involvement: The BVOS reported bilateral
involvement in 9%[30,31]. In several other studies, bilateral involvement was reported in 4.5%-6.5% of patients
at baseline[2,38,62]. Some publications indicated a similar
5%-10% bilateral involvement[15].

Inflammatory disease: Inflammatory diseases can cause
retinal vasculitis or inflammation and may be associated
with a nearby RVO. These diseases mostly affect younger
individuals, under the age of 50, and include infectious
diseases such as toxoplasmosis, syphilis and tuberculosis, systemic inflammatory diseases such as sarcoidosis,
Behcet’s disease and systemic lupus erythematosus, and
vascular diseases such as polyarteritis nodosa, Wegner’s
granulomatosis and Goodpasture’s syndrome[49]. Therefore in patients under the age of 50, a systemic investigation is warranted for these conditions, whereas is patients
over 50 years arteriosclerosis is the main cause[49].

Management
Two objectives are to be simultaneously managed by the
physician in RVO patients: (1) identification and management of the risk factors leading to RVO; and (2) the diagnosis and treatment of sight-threatening complication
associated with the disease, mainly macular edema and
neovascularisation.
Risk factors management: The first goal in the management of RVO is the prevention of the disease and
its complications by reducing and controlling systemic
risk factors. Those risk factors mentioned above are to
be treated and monitored closely. Management of these
factors may diminish the severity of the disease and risk
of complications including fellow eye involvement. (1)
systemic risk factor management: When findings of RVO
are clinically present [(engorgement and dilatation of retinal veins, hemorrhages and increased retinal circulation
time on fluorescein angiography (FA)] in asymptomatic
patients, initiation of treatment for systemic medical risk
factors, may slow or even prevent the disease progression; (2) many studies including the CVOS have shown
an association between arterial hypertension or glaucoma

Other risk factors: Oral contraceptives and optic disc
vasculitis are a debatable risk factors and evidence is
available for both sides[49-53]. The risk for RVO is reduced
by 70% in women in the post-menopausal period when
treated with estrogen replacing therapy, consistent with
reduced cardiovascular risk profile associated with this
treatment[54].
Association to obstructive sleep apnea was also reported[55] and it may double the incidence of RVO[56].
Myeloprolipherative disorders are found in 1% of RVO
patients[49,57]. No relation to gender was found in RVO[14],
but ethnicity plays a role with a prevalence of 3.7 per
1000 population in whites, 3.9 in blacks, 5.7 in Asians and
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and RVO. The physician should exclude those conditions, or if present, treat them. All though prompt treatment is recommended in these cases, no clear evidence
was found regarding the benefits of the management of
glaucoma and/or reduction of arterial hypertension in
regard to the visual outcome in RVO patients[14]; (3) anticoagulants, antiplatelet medications and fibrinolytic medications: Though the use of such medication can help
resolve RVO or lower complication rate, several studies
using those drugs (Aspirin, Heparin, Streptokinase and
Warfarin) showed little to no benefit, and in patients over
55 years, a greater tendency towards vascular adverse
effects[63,64]. The use of Aspirin in the management of
RVO is controversial and could only be suggested, yet no
proven, in the prevention of cardiovascular events[15]; and
(4) hemodilution: Hemodilution was suggested by several
studies as a therapy in RVO. The rationale is to lower
the blood viscosity thus preventing the slowdown of
blood circulation and its developing complications. The
studies showing benefits of Hemodilution were monocenter studies and conducted in the 1980s and 1990s but
showed significant results.
A more recent multicenter, prospective study using
the recent method of hemodilution, showed some limited but positive results, and recommended the use of
hemodilution in the early stage of RVO. This was shown
in cases when there were no contraindications such as
ischemic CRVO requiring panretinal laser photocoagulation (PRP), cardiovascular conditions such as diabetes
mellitus, uncontrolled hypertension and severe cardiac or
renal failure, or haematological disease such as anemia or
sickle cell disease[65].

should be obtained.
The follow-up should begin with monthly visits for
the first 3 mo, followed by a visit every other month for a
year. Patients should be instructed to seek medical assistance if they notice a VA decline which may be an early
sign of ME formation.
In patients with BRVO and a deterioration of vision,
physician should initiate an assessment for the presence
of ME. This assessment should be done with biomicroscopy and OCT. Treatment should be initiated promptly
in cases of ME.
The BVOS, a prospective, randomized, controlled
clinical trial on BRVO patients, set the criteria for the use
of laser photocoagulation in BRVO in order to “stabilize
VA”, and included patients with VA of 20/40 or less,
who had ME of 4 mo or more, and absorption of macular haemorrhages[30,31].
The SCORE study, a prospective double-masked,
randomized trial, concluded that grid laser photocoagulation should be used in eyes with vision deterioration due
to ME secondary to BRVO[66,67]. No difference in 12 mo
for VA outcome between the laser treated group and the
triamcinolone treated groups (4.2 letters compared to
5.7 and 4.0 letters respectively) was seen[10]. The proportion of patients with a ≥ 15 letters VA improvement
was 28.9%, 25.6% and 27.2% in the standard care group
and both treatment groups with a non significant difference[10]. To add was the fact that the 4 mg triamcinolone
treated group had a worse safety profile (cataract and elevated IOP).
The use of paracentral laser coagulation may lead to
paracentral scotomas which can cause visual field defect
which may decrease the quality of vision. The central
vision field was not tested in the SCORE BRVO study,
thus the conclusions are still controversial[66,67]. The new
navigated pattern laser (NAVILAS) and patterned scanning laser (PASCAL) systems allow for a more accurate
and effective laser treatment with less pain and treatment
time[68,69].
Nowadays it is custom by practitioners to use sectorial
laser photocoagulation in cases of an extensive area of
nonperfusion in the peripheral retina with the development of neovascularization.
Triamcinolone Acetonide is a known treatment, from
several studies on RVO, and was shown to decrease edema and angiogenesis. The visual improvement is transient
because of its limited duration of intraocular availability.
The SCORE clinical trial compared the efficacy and
safety of intravitreal triamcinolone in two doses, 1 mg
and 4 mg, to the standard of care (grid laser photocoagulation). The drug used in the SCORE trial was Trivaris
which is a sterile preservative free, intravitreal injection.
In the trial no difference was seen regarding VA after 12
mo between the standard care group and the treatment
groups with gaining 15 letters or more in 28.9% of the
standard care group compared to 25.6% and 27.2% in
the treatment groups. However, more IOP elevations and
higher percentage of cataract were found in the 4 mg
treatment group with 35% and 33% respectively com-

The ophthalmological RVO management: The systemic investigation and treatments as mentioned above
are identical for all types of RVO. Several types of management are available today for treating patients with
RVO: The dexamethasone intravitreal implant (Ozurdex)
that is based on the GENEVA trial, anti-VEGF treatments as with Ranibizumab, based on the Bravo and
Cruise trials.
Management of BRVO is not that different from the
management of CRVO regarding the systemic cardiovascular risk factors, but the differences are that in BRVO
there is a limited risk of progression, conversion to ischemic type and neovascularization.
Several targets should be held by the physician in the
management of a BRVO patient: (1) systemic risk factors
management; (2) localization of the area of lesion (major
or minor branch); (3) assessment of the degree of nonperfusion and ischemia of the macula; and (4) treatment
according to eventual complications, mainly ME and NV.
Patients with BRVO, who has a good baseline vision
acuity of 20/40 or better with perfused periphery, have
a favourable prognosis yet monitoring should be maintained even without intervention. The follow-up should
consist of a VA examination, biomicroscopy and optical coherence tomography (OCT) in order to detect the
development of ME. If necessary or when in doubt, FA
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pared to 8% and 18% in the standard care group[66,67].
The SCORE study suggested that grid laser photocoagulation should still act as the standard care for BRVO
patients with VA deterioration due to ME.
Since the duration of ME is of great significance, in
a subgroup analysis of the SCORE BRVO trial, it was
shown that patients had greater benefit with classical
treatment if disease duration was < 3 mo.
Of the patients with ME over 3 mo, a third showed a
15 letter or more gain in VA in the 4 mg treatment group
compared to only 15% in the laser treatment group.
These findings were not found to be statistically significant but indicated the importance of duration of ME in
choosing treatment.
Dexamethasone is a corticosteroid that decreases
inflammatory mediators which cause ME. Dexamethasone has a short half-life and is highly soluble therefore
an intravitreal implant of dexamethasone (Ozurdex) was
developed so it can deliver a sustained level of the drug
during up to 6 mo. This drug was studied in the Ozurdex GENEVA study, a multicenter, masked, randomized, sham-controlled, clinical trial of RVO patients with
ME[61]. A prefilled single use applicator, containing 0.7 mg
of dexamethasone in a sustained-release biodegradable
implant (Ozurdex) was used.
Patients in this trial were treated with a first masked
treatment at baseline and another treatment in as needed
after 180 d. In this prospective, multicenter study, two
randomized, parallel groups of the same number of patients showed a statistically significant effect on VA which
persisted up to 180 d and was maximal after 60 d. The
second OZURDEX injection showed a better effectiveness than the first one. Adverse effects were low rates of
cataract formation and elevations in IOP. No injection
related adverse effects were noted.
The primary endpoint of the GENEVA study was set
to be the time to achieve an improvement in best corrected VA (BCVA) of ≥ 15 letters, and secondary endpoints
were BCVA over 180 d, and central retinal thickness as
measured by OCT.
Duration of ME was similar in both study groups
with 16.4% of patients with ME duration of under 3
mo, 51.3% with a duration of 3-6 mo and 32.3% with
a duration of over 6 mo. An important fact to notice
in comparison between trials related to RVO is that the
proportion of patients with ME under 3 mo duration
was 16.4%, in comparison with 50%-60% in the SCORE
BRVO[67], the BRAVO[70] and the CRUISE[71] trials. This
fact is thought to have affected the results and made it
difficult to compare trials, since resolution is thought to
be higher in patients with ME of shorter duration.
A significant larger percentage of patients achieving a
VA improvement of ≥ 15 letters was seen in the 0.7 mg
treatment group after 30 d and throughout day 90 rather
than the sham group. The best response was at day 60
with 29.6% of the 0.7 mg treatment group achieving the
desired improvement and only 12.5% in the sham treatment group. In achieving at least 10 letters improvement
in VA from baseline the rates were 52% for the treatment
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group vs 29.4% in the sham group. By day 180, 41% of
patients in the treatment group had an improvement of
at least 10 letters from baseline compared to 33% in the
sham treated group[61].
The differences in BCVA between the 0.7 mg treatment group and the sham group were significant for
all time points throughout the study for patients with
BRVO. Mean BCVA in the treatment group improved
by 10 letters at 60 d, and then declined towards 180 d
with only 7 letters improvement. In the sham treatment
group mean VA improved by 5 letters by 60 d and did
not change up to 180 d. Patients receiving sham at baseline demonstrated a lower improvement in VA even after
receiving the open-label injection of dexamethasone than
patients who were treated with the drug from the beginning.
At day 60 the percentage of patients in the treatment
group which had an increased IOP peaked, was 2%-3%
with an IOP over 35 mmHg, 15% with over 25 mmHg,
and 15% with a rise of 10 mmHg and more. Patients
returned to normal by day 180. After 12 mo of study
and two injections only about 1% had a pressure lowering procedure, and only 0.9% had cataract surgery. All
patients with adverse effects were in the 0.7 mg/0.7 mg
treatment group.
A recent post-hoc study on the GENEVA results[61]
showed that treatment of ME associated with BRVO of
short duration is more effective than delaying treatment.
The percentage of reduced odds of gaining 15 letters
with treatment at day 180 was 54% in patients with ME
duration of 6 mo, 32% for ME duration was 3 mo and
only 12% for the duration of 1 mo.
Retreatment with Ozurdex was studied in several
studies with special emphasize on the time frame between
injections. In a multi-center retrospective study[72] of 128
patients, 70 of them (54.7%) with BRVO, the mean time
between dexamethasone injections was 5.9 mo after the
first injection and 8.7 mo after the second injection. A
≥ 15 letter gain was seen in 28% of eyes with a central
macular thickness reduction of 214 µm. Some of the
patients had decreases VA before 6 mo which leads to
the conclusion that patients should be monitored for the
chance of deterioration before the 6-mo period.
The SHASTA study[73], a retrospective study showed
similar results with a mean reinjection interval of 5.6 mo
and a significant improvement both in VA and central
retinal thickness (CRT). Retreatment was also studied in
several other studies with a mean time between injections
of 4.7-5.3 mo, all with a favourable VA outcome[74-76].
The 0.7 mg dexamethasone implant (Ozurdex) is
United States food and drug administration (FDA) and
European Union (EU) approved for the treatment of
BRVO patients with ME.
Ranibizumab is a pan-VEGF blocker (Lucentis)
which its efficacy and safety were studied in the BRAVO
trial. The trial was a multicenter, randomized, doubleblinded, sham controlled, phase Ⅲ study on patients with
ME secondary to BRVO.
The 3 parallel groups of the trial were: standard treat-
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Figure 1 Left eye branch retinal vein occlusion with cystoid macular edema presented in color picture, red free and fluorescein angiography (A-C). A before treatment spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) of the macula (D) showing loss of foveal contour with increased central macular thickness due to many intraretinal large cystoids spaces and sub-retinal fluid accumulation. (E) SD-OCT 2 mo later, after 2 intravitreal bevacizumab injections, 1 mo apart. A normal foveal contour with
some sub-foveal outer segment abnormalities. A decrease in retinal thickness back to normal and complete resolution of cystoid macular edema and sub-retinal fluid.

ment group with grid laser, 0.5 mg Ranibizumab, and a
combination of grid laser and 0.3 mg or 0.5 mg Ranibizumab. According to the study’s design, patients were injected on a monthly basis for the first 6 mo, followed by
another 6 mo with treatment when needed. At 6 mo the
treatment groups showed a better visual acuity recovery
than the control group with an 18.3 letters gained in the
0.5 mg treatment group and 16.6 letters min the 0.3 mg
group, compared to 7.3 letters in the sham group. This
was achieved with an average of 5.7 injections. The proportion of patients achieving a ≥ 15 letters VA gain was
61.1% in the 0.5 mg group and 55% in the 0.3 mg group
compared to 28.8% in the sham group[10].
In the second 6 mo period, patients were treated pro
re nata (PRN), and visual improvement was maintained
with an addition of only 2.7 injections. Though the
change in VA was the largest in the treatment groups, the
patients in the sham group also gained in VA. The BRAVO trial had ME of a short duration in about half of the
patients (51.5%-53.8%)[70].
The recent RETAIN study followed the BRAVO patients in an open-label, single arm, multicenter long-term
extension trial[77]. In a mean follow-up of 49.0 mo, 50%
had edema resolution (no intraretinal fluid for 6 mo or
more after last injection), with 76% receiving their last injection within 2 years of the first one. Final VA of 20/40
or better was seen in 80%. The mean central foveal thickness (CFT) remained under 200 µm with 88.5% with a
CFT under 250 µm.
Ranibizumab 0.5 mg (Lucentis) is approved by the FDA
and EU for the treatment of BRVO patients with ME.
A study conducted on Bevacizumab, in an off-label
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fashion off for the treatment of exudative age-related
macular degeneration[78], made it commonly used medication for patients with RVO[79-85].
In a large open-label, single arm trial on the 2-year outcomes of Bevacizumab for the treatment of ME in eyes
with BRVO, an improvement in VA of 0.31 logMAR was
seen, with a decrease in foveal thickness of 361 µm. The
response to Bevacizumab was fast and lasted throughout
the year with a mean of 3.8 injections[86] (Figure 1).
No data is available on the use of pegaptanib in BRVO.
In patients with peripheral nonperfusion, assessment
of the perfusion status of the macula must be done. If
macula is well perfused, carrying out treatment should be
as above mentioned, with grid laser photocoagulations
for areas with extensive nonperfusion[60].
Even if macula is not perfused, still the treatment
should be carried out in the same way, but the physician
should inform the patient on the poor prognosis as related to VA.
In cases of BRVO with peripheral NV, a combined
treatment of intravitreal therapy along with grid laser
photocoagulation to the area of occluded vein should be
promptly initiated[31].
Strategy of treatment
The randomized controlled studies on RVO have provided much information regarding treatment. An important lesson from those studies is that the duration of
the disease before initiation of treatment is an important
factor influencing outcome. Treatment is beneficial in any
stage of the disease, including in the late stages. It has
been shown that in patients with a shorter duration of
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the disease, the rapid initiation of treatment may be more
beneficial and the outcome is better.
Patients with BRVO should be primary screened for
systemic and ocular risk factors and in case of any found,
the family physician should be notified regarding the disease. The management and control of these risk factors
should be fast and aggressive. Patients should be evaluated by vision assessment, biomicroscopy, measurements
of IOP, and OCT. Examining the patient with FA should
be done in order to find the location of the occlusive
vein and to evaluate areas of nonperfusion in the periphery and the macular area. FA can also evaluate for the existence of ME or NV of the disk or retina. NV of iris or
angle should be determined in a gonioscopy examination.
When periphery is perfused, and even in the face of a
perfect vision, still a monthly evaluation is warranted, at
least for the first 3 mo. In stable patients, the follow-up
can be continued every 3 mo. All follow-up visits should
include VA assessment, OCT and biomicroscopy.
In cases with decreased VA of 20/40 and under, the
existence of ME should be evaluated. If ME is present,
treatment should be initiated promptly. First line treatment should be with a properly approved drug, either
Ozurdex with re-treatment decision according to followup, or with injections of an anti-VEGF drug every month
for the first 3-6 mo, with additional injections depending
on the progression or regression of ME.
Several characteristics of the patient may help the
physician in deciding on the initial treatment. Mobility
of the patient is of importance due to the necessity of
a monthly visit for injections if treated with anti-VEGF.
The socioeconomic status should be considered for the
cost of the treatments. Pseudophakic patients can be
treated with steroids with less concern. The presence
of glaucoma can exclude steroids as first line treatment.
Patients after vitrectomy are better treated with steroids
due to their pharmacokinetics, non-compliant patients
are better treated with steroids because of the need or
less office visits. Younger patients should be considered
for anti-VEGF because of the lens status. Patients with
systemic disease such as MI or stroke are to be handled
carefully with anti-VEGF. Adding to that is the physician’s experience and treatment availability of the various
treatments which are factors to consider.
The ongoing COMO trial is an interventional, randomized, single blind, comparison of Ozurdex vs ranibizumab for the treatment of BRVO. Patients with ME
secondary to BRVO are randomized 1:1 to receive one of
the drugs with assessments at day 7 and monthly for the
first year. The hypothesis is that the effect of Ozurdex is
non-inferior to that of ranibizumab in BRVO patients as
assessed by change in BCVA after 1 year.
When there is non-perfusion of the periphery, and if
ME is present, a rapid initiation of treatment is mandatory. First line treatment should be with an approved drug,
with Ozurdex and decision about re-treatment according
to follow-up, or with injections of an anti-VEGF drug
every month for 3-6 mo, with additional injections based
on the progression or regression of ME.
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Laser treatment can still be considered for the ischemic areas in the periphery. In cases of macular ischemia
the prognosis for VA improvement is generally poor even
in cases of prompt treatment and ME resolution.
The development of neovascularization anywhere
in the posterior or anterior chamber, no matter at what
point during follow-up, should prompt the immediate
treatment with sectorial laser photocoagulation to the
ischemic areas. The addition of an intravitreal drug, steroids or anti-VEGF should be considered, although not
proven in the trials available.

CRVO
Natural history
Visual acuity: Several studies including the Central Vein
Occlusion Study (CVOS) show a poor visual outcome in
patients with CRVO[7,29]. Baseline VA for CRVO is usually less than 20/40 and in most ischemic CRVO (10 disk
areas or more of capillary non-perfusion), it is less than
20/200[87].
VA loss is usually more accentuated in ischemic
CRVO, although VA is also poor in the non-ischemic type
with more than 60% of non-ischemic CRVO patients had
VA of less than 20/40 in the CVOS[6,87]. In the Ozurdex
GENEVA study 92.5% of the observation group had no
improvement or mild improvement (< 15 letters) after 30
d[61]. The SCORE study (Standard Care vs Corticosteroid
for Retinal Vein Occlusion) reported 75% of CRVO eyes
(both types) in the observation group with a final VA of
20/40 or worse after 12 mo[66,87].
In most studies the mean decline in VA ranged from
1 to 75 letters, although a mean improvement in VA of
1.5-12.5 letters was seen in several studies. No studies
showed an improvement above 20/40[87]. In a meta-analysis of over 50 studies, the mean decrease in VA was 10
letters from baseline in 6 mo and 3 letters from baseline in
1 year for non-ischemic CRVO. In the ischemic group the
decrease was of 15 letters and 35 letters accordingly[87].
In many prospective studies such as the GENEVA,
CRUISE, COPERNICUS, GALILEO and others, the use
of treatment for macular edema improved visual outcome
largely, mainly in the non-ischemic type and changed the
visual outcome of the disease in a large scale[61,71,88,89].
Alternative blood drainage formation: In BRVO,
the process of venous collaterals formation is a way to
facilitate the flow of blood from the vein which was obstructed to a close-by vein which is open and have normal flow. The collateral formation is the result of pressure and flow changes within the retinal veins after the
obstruction[90]. Collateral formation allows reversibility of
the circulation interruption and inflammation formation,
and was correlated to better visual outcome. In one study
VA improved from 0.22 logMAR to 0.59 in patients with
collateral formation compared to an improvement from
0.24 log of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR)
to only 0.31 in eyes with no collateral formation[91].
In regards to CRVO, retino-choroidal collateral veins,
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also known as optico-ciliary veins tend to develop on the
optic disc. They act as an alternative drainage route for
retinal blood. Some researchers believe these shunts are
formatted de novo, while others hypothesise that the vessels only enlarge in the face of CRVO[92]. In a study regarding the formation of those shunts, the mean time to
develop them was 6.7 mo, and most patients with those
shunts did not develop anterior segment NV. The conclusion of Fuller et al[92] (2003), was that optico-ciliary veins
are protective in CRVO patients from the development
of anterior segment NV.

type where the corresponding proportion was about 30%
by 15 mo[96,97].
Fellow-eye involvement: Systemic risk factors of CRVO
patient make the fellow eye as vulnerable as the effected
eye. Both eyes involvement at baseline was described
in 9 studies and showed a rate of 0.4%-43% of CRVO
cases[87]. 5%-10% of CRVO cases will develop RVO of
any type in the fellow eye in a 3 year period[87,98-100].
Vitreous haemorrhage: The incidence of vitreous hemorrhage (VH): in CRVO patients was described in one
study and was 10% in a 9 mo follow-up[87].

Conversion from well perfused to ischemic CRVO:
The recognition of well perfused (non ischemic) retina
and ischemic areas is best done by FA.
Conversion rates were reported in several studies to
be up to 27%[87,93,94] in CRVO, after up to a 13 mo period.
The ischemic conversion was described in the CVOS[6]
where a total of 34% of patients converted to ischemia
in the 3 year follow-up period. Of them 15% converted
in the first 4 mo since disease developed[87]. Since conversion to the ischemic type can occur in up to third of
CRVO patients in up to 3 years time, a long-duration,
close follow-up is warranted in these cases with high clinical suspicion and performing FA and initiating treatment
when conversion is suspected.

Management
Two objectives are to be simultaneously managed by the
physician in RVO patients: (1) identification and management of the risk factors leading to RVO; and (2) the diagnosis and treatment of sight-threatening complication
associated with the disease, mainly macular edema and
neovascularisation.
Risk factors management: The first goal in the management of RVO is the prevention of the disease and its
complications by reducing and controlling systemic risk
factors. Those risk factors are to be treated and monitored closely. The management of these factors may
diminish the severity of the disease and risk of complications including fellow eye involvement.
When findings of RVO are clinically present (engorgement and dilatation of retinal veins, hemorrhages,
increased retinal circulation time on FA) in asymptomatic
patients, initiation of treatment for systemic medical risk
factors, may slow or even prevent the disease progression.
Many studies including the CVOS have shown an association between arterial hypertension or glaucoma and
RVO. The physician should exclude those conditions,
or if present, treat them. All though prompt treatment
is recommended in these cases, no clear evidence was
found regarding the benefits of the management of glaucoma and/or reduction of arterial hypertension in regard
to the visual outcome in RVO patients[14].
Though the use of such medication can help resolve
RVO or lower complication rate, several studies using
those drugs (Aspirin, Heparin, Streptokinase and Warfarin) showed little to no benefit, and in patients over
55 years, a greater tendency towards vascular adverse effects[63,64].
The use of Aspirin in the management of RVO is
controversial and could only be suggested, yet no proven,
in the prevention of cardio vascular events[15].
Hemodilution was suggested by several studies as a
therapy in RVO. The rationale is to lower the blood viscosity thus preventing the slowdown of blood circulation
and its developing complications. The studies showing
benefits of Hemodilution were mono-center studies and
conducted in the 1980’s and 1990’s but showed significant results.
A more recent multicenter, prospective study using

NV: NV of retina or disk secondary to an initially nonischemic CRVO was found in up to 33% over a period
of up to 15 mo[87]. As for ischemic CRVO, the incidence
of NV was up to 20% over a period of 9 mo[87,95]. In
some studies with no sub-division, NV was seen in up to
50% of patients after a 6 mo period[87].
The strongest predictors for NV of iris or angle were
found to be visual acuity and extend of ischemic areas
as seen on FA. 35% of ischemic eyes in the CVOS, developed NV of the iris or angle, compared to only 10%
developing anterior chamber NV in non-ischemic eyes[29].
Ischemic CRVO is associated with neovascular glaucoma in 23%-60% of cases, and is first detected by gonioscopy. The primary finding is of a vascular network
located in the trabecular meshwork and causing blockage[87]. Gonioscopy is useful and should be part of the
examination regularly in all CRVO patients, but mostly in
the patients with the ischemic subtype, in order to detect
NV of the angle as soon as possible and allow immediate
treatment with PRP for the prevention of neovascular
glaucoma as proposed by the CVOS[7].
Macular edema: Most studies on CRVO enrolled patients already diagnosed with having ME at baseline. Only
2 studies reported the development of ME over time but
both had only 3 eyes[87]. ME is a major complication of
CRVO and associated with poor visual prognosis without
treatment. Early treatment is essential since the longer
the edema exists, the worse is the structural damage to
the fovea[87], but even late treatment could improve VA.
In cases of ischemic CRVO resolution of ME ranged
up to 73% in up to 15 mo, compared to the non-ischemic
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the recent method of hemodilution, showed some limited but positive results, and recommended the use of
hemodilution in the early stage of RVO. This was shown
in cases when there were no contraindications such as
ischemic CRVO requiring panretinal laser photocoagulation, cardiovascular conditions such as diabetes mellitus,
uncontrolled hypertension and severe cardiac or renal
failure, or haematological disease such as anemia or sickle
cell disease[65].

raphy (SD-OCT) is essential in the evaluation and quantification of the amount of cystoid macular edema in RVO
patients. It also provides further information regarding
the location and amount of fluid in the retinal layers or in
the sub-retinal space. SD-OCT showing hyper-reflective
dots, especially in the outer layers of the retina, is suggestive of an inflammatory reaction and may represent
disease activity[11].
Following absorption of fluid, severe ischemia is
shown on SD-OCT by a decrease in retinal thickness,
atrophy of the macular area and disruption of the outer
retinal layers (external limiting membrane, Ellipsoid zone
and photoreceptors)[11].
The integrity of several of the retinal layers, including
the external limiting membrane as well as the inner segment and outer segment of the photoreceptors, is indicative of the visual prognosis. The existence of the ischemic
component is shown by thinning of the retinal nerve fiber
layer that can be discovered during follow up[102].
Patients with non-ischemic CRVO which have a favourable baseline VA (better than 20/40) have a good
prognosis and observation only policy is acceptable. No
ophthalmological treatment is compulsory, due to the
lack of complications. Yet this situation does warrant a
systemic investigation for hypertension, hyperlipidemia
and diabetes mellitus, with risk factor management, in
order to decrease the likelihood for complications such as
ischemic conversion, or fellow eye involvement. Ophthalmological risk factors such as glaucoma should be ruled
out or treated. Close and prolonged follow up must be
suggested in order to detect progression to the ischemic
subtype as early as possible[25,27].
Monitoring these patients closely with OCT, VA assessments and biomicroscopy is essential for early identification of ME and/or conversion to ischemic CRVO.
An addition of FA is warranted when progression cannot
be assessed properly, or it is doubtful, and when the physician needs to assess the amount of retinal ischemia.
Monitoring these patients is suggested be done every
month for the first 3 mo, followed by every other month
for the first year. Gonioscopy has been suggested during
this follow-up. Patients should be informed to be aware
of their vision, and return promptly for an examination
with every deterioration of visual acuity, which may be a
sign of macular edema.
In patients with non-ischemic CRVO and poor VA,
physician should assess the macula for the presence of
ME, and in case of its presence, an immediate treatment
should be initiated.
Treatment nowadays is indicated in eyes with nonischemic CRVO with macular edema and a VA of 20/40
or worse[38].
The CVOS showed that no statistically significant VA
benefit was seen with laser photocoagulation treatment,
though improvement of the macular edema was seen.
This finding was with the exception of the younger patient population[103]. Because of these findings, grid laser
photocoagulation is no longer indicated for that purpose.
Corticosteroids are used in CRVO with ME due to

Ophthalmological management of CRVO: The systemic investigation and treatments as mentioned above
are identical for all RVO patients. The ophthalmological
management differs between BRVO and CRVO. Several
types of management are available today for the treatment of RVO: The dexamethasone intravitreal implant
(Ozurdex) that is based on the GENEVA trial, antiVEGF treatments as with Ranibizumab, based on the
BRAVO and CRUISE trials, the recent Aflibercept, based
on the COPERNICUS and GALILEO trials, and the laser treatments in specific indications.
When managing a CRVO patient it is crucial to classify it into well perfused (or non-ischemic) or non-perfused
(ischemic). This classification is based upon the evaluation
of capillary non-perfusion areas both at the posterior pole
and at the periphery of the retina by fluorescein angiography. This classification is the basis for the treatment
indications of sight-threatening complications.
In the well perfused, non-ischemic CRVO, the major
sight-threatening complications are ME and the conversion into the ischemic subtype.
In the non-perfused, ischemic CRVO the major sightthreatening complications are again macular edema,
usually in a more severe way, but also and mainly, neovascularization of the posterior pole [neovascularization of
disc (NVD) or elsewhere (NVE)], or of the anterior segment of the eye [iris or angle neovascularization (NVI or
NVA accordingly)].
The differentiation between ischemic and non ischemic CRVO subtypes can be difficult, especially at an
early stage of the disease[3,5,7,29,38]. There are several clinical
and functional findings that are typically found more in
ischemic CRVO: acute onset of the disease, a very poor
baseline VA, relative afferent papillary defect, the presence of deep and extensive intraretinal hemorrhages, the
rapid formation of multiple cotton wool spots, and, as
seen on FA, an extensive retinal capillary non-perfusion
(more than 10 disc areas) both in the periphery and the
macular region. The enlargement on FA of the foveal
avascular zone is an indication of macular ischemia, and
those patients usually carry a less favourable VA outcome[7].
Electroretinogram is another clinical tool to aid differentiate ischemic to non-ischemic CRVO as showed by
Hayreh in 1989. In Ischemic CRVO a subnormal b-wave
amplitude of < 60% of the mean value for normal individuals, or < 64%-69% of the patient’s normal eye amplitude is usually found[101].
The use of spectral domain optical coherence tomog-
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their ability to decrease capillary permeability and inhibit
inflammatory reaction and expression of inflammatory
mediators, and affect the metabolism of most of inflammatory mediators including VEGF.
Triamcinolone Acetonide in a corticosteroid preparation containing benzyl alcohol and was used to treat
CRVO patients in an off label fashion (Kenalog*;
Squibb). Several studies have showed the benefits of
Kenalog for the treatment of patients with ME secondary to non-ischemic CRVO[104]. Kenalog* is known to
have some side effects including cataract development
and progression and raised IOP. The benzyl alcohol component in the preparation was also associated with sterile
endophthalmitis.
The multicenter SCORE CRVO study[67] showed the
beneficial effects of a preparation of preservative free
intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide, (Trivaris; Allergan),
for the treatment of patients with ME secondary to nonischemic CRVO[105]. This study showed that the odds of
reaching a ≥ 15 letters gain in VA, were 5 times better in
both the 1 mg dosage group and the 4 mg dosage group
than the observational arm (26.5%, 25.6% and 6.8%
respectively)[10]. No difference was seen between both
treatment groups. The 1 mg regiment had a better safety
profile rather than the 4 mg group in regards to cataract
formation, IOP elevation, disease progression and the
necessity for surgery. Trivaris is nowadays FDA approved.
The use of Triamcinolone acetonide is rare nowadays
as newer better treatments are available.
Dexamethasone is a potent corticosteroid that is
known to decrease the expression of inflammatory mediators exhibited in ME including VEGF. Dexamethasone is intravitrealy injected as a slow release, biodegradable implant (Ozurdex; Allergan), allowing up to 6 mo
of medication in the vitreous. The use of an implant is
mainly due to dexamethasone being highly soluble and
with a short half-life when in the vitreous. The effect of
Ozurdex on RVO with ME was studied in a multicenter,
randomized, sham-controlled clinical trial (the GENEVA
study)[61]. A disposable applicator prefilled with 0.7 mg
of dexamethasone in a polyglycolate-acetate implant to
induce slow release of the drug, is used for the insertion
of the drug into the vitreous cavity.
The GENEVA study was a prospective, multicenter,
sham-controlled study which included 3 identical, randomized, parallel groups treated with either 0.35 mg
or 0.7 mg dexamethasone or sham treatment (needless
applicator). In the second 6 mo of the study, the openlabel treatment (second injection), all patients eligible for
treatment received the 0.7 mg implant. The primary endpoint of the study was the time to achieve a ≥ 15 letter
improvement on BCVA. The secondary endpoints of the
study included the BCVA over the whole 6-mo period,
the central retinal thickness and the safety profile of both
dosages.
The study resulted in that the 0.7 mg dexamethasone
implant (Ozurdex) showed an improvement in VA with
a peak effect after 60 d, followed by a decline towards
the baseline VA after 180 d. After 60 d the proportion
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of patients achieving the primary endpoint was 29.3%
and 28.5% in the 0.7 mg and 0.35 mg treatment groups,
compared to only 11.3% in the sham treatment group.
At 180 d the proportions were 26.4%, 19.4% and 17.0%
respectively. Over a 1 year follow-up, VA improvement
was achieved with a second injection after 180 d. OCT
demonstrated an anatomical improvement in macular
edema[61].
In regards to safety issues cataract rate was low with
7.3% in the treatment group, and so was the rate of IOP
increases, 4% with a peak over 2 mo. In all cases pressure
declined throughout the follow-up period, especially if
treated with anti-glaucomatous topical treatment. Treatment, if given, was ceased by 180 d after implant injection. No adverse effects, regarding the injection, were
noted[61].
A major conclusion from the GENEVA study was that
early treatment of ME is much better than delayed treatment in regards to vision improvement. A retrospective
review of the study groups has shown that eyes treated
within 3 mo from onset of ME showed a better improvement of VA than eyes treated after more than 90 d[15].
A more recent post-hoc analysis of the GENEVA
study, regarding the onset and duration of BCVA improvement in eyes treated with Ozurdex, showed an
improvement of ≥ 15 letters in 10% of the treatment
group as soon as 7 d post treatment. The duration of a
[106]
≥ 3 lines improvement was 60-90 d .
Retreatment with Ozurdex was studied in several
studies with special emphasize on the time frame between
injections. In a multi-center retrospective study[72] of 128
patients, 58 of them (45.2%) with CRVO, mean interval
between Ozurdex injections was 5.9 mo following the
first injection and 8.7 mo following the second injection.
A ≥ 15 letter gain was seen in 48.8% of eyes with a central macular thickness reduction of 355 µm. Some of the
patients had decreases VA before 6 mo which leads to the
conclusion that patients should be monitored closely for
the chance of deterioration before the 6-mo period.
The SHASTA study[73], a retrospective study showed
similar results with a mean reinjection interval of 5.6
mo and a significant improvement both in VA and CRT.
Retreatment was also investigated in several other small
studies with a mean time between injections of 4.7-5.3
mo, all with a favourable VA outcome[74,75].
A retrospective study on 15 eyes with ME secondary
to CRVO compared the efficacy of Ozurdex treatment
in vitrectomized vs non-vitrectomized eyes[107]. The study
demonstrated both groups had a significant improvement
with no significant difference between groups in regards
to VA improvement and CMT reduction. Conclusion is
to be made that Ozurdex is effective in both vitrectomized and non-vitrectomized eyes, and the absence of
vitreous does not alter the pharmacodynamics of the
drug, therefore making it suitable even in eyes after pars
plana vitrectomy.
Ozurdex has the FDA and EU approval and is licensed for the treatment of patients with ME secondary
to non-ischemic CRVO. The GENEVA study suggests
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Figure 2 A non-ischemic right eye central retinal vein occlusion with cystoid macular edema in color picture, red free and fluorescein angiography (A-C).
A before treatment spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) of the macula (D) showing loss of foveal contour with increased central macular thickness due to many intra-retinal large cystoids spaces and sub-retinal fluid accumulation. (E) SD-OCT 3 mo later, after 3 intravitreal bevacizumab injections, 1 mo apart,
showing normal foveal contour with a decrease in retinal thickness to normal and complete resolution of cystoid macular edema and sub-retinal fluid.

that the implant may be considered a first-line choice in
the treatment of ME secondary to CRVO.
Ranibizumab is a pan-VEGF blocker (Lucentis; Novartis) which showed effectiveness in patients with ME
secondary to CRVO in the CRUISE trial[71]. In the first 6
mo of the study, ranibizumab was injected every month
in two doses (0.3 and 0.5 mg) and yielded a VA gain of
12.7 and 14.9 letters, respectively, compared to 0.8 letters
gained in the sham injections group. The proportion of
patients achieving a ≥ 15 letters VA gain was 47.7% in
the 0.5 mg group compared to 16.9% in the sham group.
The effect of ranibizumab was noticed as soon as 7 d
post first injection with a 9 letter improvement in the
treatment group which was significantly better than the
sham group[65]. In relation to the anatomical change mean
CFT was significantly reduced at 6 mo in 433-452 µm in
the treatment groups compared to only 162 µm in the
sham group[71].
Following treatment in the first 6 mo, all patients
continued in an extension for another 6 mo of monitoring and therapy PRN. The 12 mo results of the study
concluded that the VA improvement showed in the first
6 mo could be maintained. Earlier treatment after ME
diagnosis may bring a better functional improvement in
retinal thickness than delayed therapy.
The recent RETAIN study followed the CRUISE patients in an open-label, single arm, multicenter long-term
extension trial[77]. In a mean follow-up of 49.7 mo, 44%
had edema resolution (no intraretinal fluid for 6 mo or
more after last injection), with 71% receiving their last injection within 2 years of the first one. VA improved in 15
letters or more in 53.1%, with 43.8% having a final VA of
20/40 or better. The CMT remained as it was in the end
of the CRUISE trial with a mean of 420 µm reduction.
Ranibizumab is FDA and EU approved for the treat-
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ment of ME in patients with CRVO.
Bevacizumab is a pan-VEGF blocker (Avastin; Roche)
which is not licensed for intraocular use. A prospective,
randomized, double-masked clinical study on Bevacizumab compared to sham in patients with ME secondary
to CRVO was conducted on 60 eyes with a 1:1 randomization[108]. At the 6-mo follow-up time 60% of the study
group gained ≥ 15 letters compared to only 20% in the
sham group. The BCVA improved by 14.1 letters compared to a decrease in 2 letters in the sham group and
the decrease in CRT was 426 µm compared to 102 µm.
No residual edema was found in 86.7% of the treatment
group compared to 20% in the sham group. No rubeosis
was developed in the treatment group and no safety concerns were detected.
In a 6 mo extension of the study all patients received
Bevacizumab every 6 wk. The percentage of patients
with a ≥ 15 letters gain did not change in the primary
treatment group, but in the sham group it rose to 33%.
The mean VA improved in both groups to 16 letters
in the treatment group compared to 4.6 letters in the
sham group. In the latter, a further decrease in CRT was
noticed to a total reduction of 404 µm. No rubeosis or
safety issues were found in both groups in the extension
trial[109].
Many other uncontrolled studies have reported that
the intravitreal injection of bevacizumab may lead to VA
improvement and regression of ME[110,111]. Long term
outcomes and safety data is non-conclusive because of
the variations in treatment regiments between those studies. Bevacizumab is less expensive than other anti-VEGF
treatments making is widely used (Figure 2).
Pegaptanib is a selective anti-VEGF blocker (MACUGEN; Pfizer) which was investigated in a multicenter
randomized study as treatment in RVO. Patients with ME
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associated with CRVO were randomized to receive either
a sham injection or 0.3 mg or 1 mg of pegaptanib sodium. The phase Ⅱ trial showed that 0.3 mg pegaptanib
administered every 6 wk caused an improvement in VA
of 7 letters, over a 6 mo follow-up[112]. Due to the vast
use of bevacizumab and ranibizumab, pegaptanib is not
frequently used.
Aflibercept is a VEGF Trap-Eye (Eylea; Regeneron)
protein comprising of the second domain of VEGF
receptor 1 and the third domain of the VEGF receptor
2 fused to the Fc domain of immunoglobulin G1. Its
binding affinity for VEGF is greater than that of either
Ranibizumab or Bevacizumab.
Aflibercept was studied in the COPERNICUS which
is a 2-year, phase 3, prospective, randomized, doublemasked, multi-center study of aflibercept compared to
sham injection[88]. Patients were assigned randomly in a 3:2
ratio to receive aflibercept 2 mg or sham injection every 4
wk for a 24 wk period. Between weeks 24 and 52 patients
were treated according to specific retreatment criteria
based on VA and CRT on OCT. The second year treatment was PRN based.
VA outcome was significantly better in the treatment
group with 56.1% of eyes treated achieving a ≥ 15 letter
VA improvement compared to 12.3% in the sham group.
93.9% of treated eyes gained 10 letters or more compared to 52.1% in the sham group.
The improvement in VA was seen in the treatment
group as soon as 4 wk post first injection. By week 24
treated eyes had a mean improvement of 17 letters compared to a loss of 4 letters in the sham group. BCVA
improved steadily from week 4 to week 24 in the treatment group. A sub-group analysis of perfused and nonperfused eyes showed a significant better VA improvement in both groups in the treated eyes.
Reduction in CRT was noticed even after 4 wk with a
457 µm reduction in the treatment group compared to a
144 µm reduction in the sham group. Reduction in CRT
was significantly better in treated eyes both in perfused
and non-perfused sub-groups.
No progression to NV was seen in the treatment
group compared to 6.8% in the sham group. Regarding nonperfusion, at week 12 the proportion was similar
whereas at week 24 there was much less non-perfused
eyes in the treatment group.
The 1-year results of the COPERNICUS trial[113] were
similar. Patients were treated with 2 mg aflibercept as
needed (PRN). At week 52, 55.3% of the primary treated
group gained ≥ 15 letters in VA compared to only 30.1%
in the primary sham group. The mean VA gain was 16.2
letters vs 3.8 letters in both groups. No adverse events
were noted in the second treatment period.
The improvement in VA was significant in both
perfused and non-perfused eyes compared to the sham
group even after PRN treatment. Regarding CRT the
reduction observed at week 24 in the treatment group
was maintained in the PRN regiment. The sham treatment group showed great reduction in CRT during weeks
24-52 and in the end of the 1 year study both groups
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showed a similar reduction of CRT, around 400 µm.
During a second year follow-up on the COPERNICUS patients VA continued to be superior in the primary
treatment group, but CRT reduction which was similar at
week 52, continued to be similar at week 100 with a mean
of 3 injections for both groups[114].
Another phase 3 randomized, double-masked, multicenter clinical study of aflibercept for CRVO, conducted
in Europe, is the GALILEO[89]. The randomization was
3:2 to monthly intravitreal 2 mg aflibercept injections vs
sham injections.
Results were similar to COPERNICUS with VA
improvement of ≥ 15 letters at 6 mo 60.2% in the treatment group compared to 22.1% in the sham group.
The mean change was 18 letters compared to 3.3. An
important note is that the change between the treatment
and sham groups was greater among patients with disease duration of up to 2 mo. The proportion of patients
reaching the 15 letter gain endpoint at 6 mo among the
treatment group was 70.9% among patients with disease
duration of fewer than 2 mo and 50% in patients with
disease duration of over 2 mo.
The anatomical outcome was also similar to that of
the COPERNICUS with a different of 279 µm between
treatment group and sham group in the CRT reduction.
No significant ocular or non-ocular adverse events were
noticed.
In the second year of the GALILEO study[115] the
treatment group continued the 2 mg aflibercept treatment PRN and the sham group continued receiving sham
injections. After 52 wk the percentage of patients with at
least 15 letters VA improvement was 60.2% in the treatment group compared to 32.4% in the sham group. The
VA improvement was of 16.9 letters compared to 3.8 letters and CRT reduction was of 423 µm compared to 219
µm in the sham group. The average in the PRN treatment
was 2.5 injections during the second 6 mo.
The drug was found to be safe with no difference
found in ocular and non-ocular adverse events between
the two groups. Aflibercept is approved both by the FDA
and EU for the treatment of ME secondary to CRVO.
Follow-up after the recommended treatment in the
initial 6 mo as seen in the above mentioned studies is
dependent on the treatment which was initiated for ME
(corticosteroids or anti-VEGF). Follow-up is usually advised for up to 2 years, even in cases with no sight-threatening complications. Close monitoring should be held
especially to detect conversion to ischemic CRVO and the
occurrence or reoccurrence of ME. Development of collaterals of the optic disk or resolution of ME should bring
the physician to lower the frequency of follow-up[15].
The recurrence or a persistent ME, diagnosed by
means of decreased VA, biomicroscopy and OCT examination, should lead the physician to a decision to reinject. The use of laser photocoagulation is to be suggested for several populations such as non-responders or
partially responders, or patients who are non-compliant
with multiple injections.
Ischemic CRVO is characterized by a peripheral area
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of non perfusion, initially defined in the CVOS Study,
as greater than 10 disk diameters, as evaluated by FA,
but more recently to a more extensive area as used in the
ischemic index method, with the use of wide field retinal
imaging[116].
In patients with ischemic CRVO, physician should
primarily evaluate and asses both peripheral area of non
perfusion and macular perfusion, the presence of ME
and the existence of NV.
In a patient with ME, with FA that shows a relatively
good perfusion to the macular area, treatment should be
as outlined above as for non-ischemic CRVO. In cases
where the macula is not perfused, the VA prognosis is
very poor, yet immediate treatment with dexamethasone
implants is reported to be effective.
In patients with a large non perfusion area, defined
as more than 10 disc areas, an early and immediate PRP
treatment is strongly suggested as an attempt to prevent
the development of ocular NV, associated simultaneously
with anti-VEGF intra vitreous injection[7].
In cases with less severe non perfusion, without any
neovascularization (including on gonioscopy), scatter
laser treatment aimed at the non perfused area may suffice with a very close monitoring and follow-up. Patients
who pose a great difficulty to treat are noncompliant patients[31].
Patients with ischemic CRVO and (moderate) area
of peripheral ischemia, and no ME nor NV should still
be monitored monthly with a VA check, biomicroscopy,
OCT and FA. In addition, the iris and corneal angle
should be assessed regularly with gonioscopy[29].
Evidence nowadays supports the immediate PRP
whenever an anterior segment NV (iris or angle) is found.
An anterior segment NV which necessitates treatment is
any degree of angle NV and/or iris NV in an area of 2
clock hours[7].
The complete PRP treatment can be carried out in
one session or be divided into several sessions. The aim
is to treat the retina completely from the periphery to the
main vascular arcades. Typically the treatment in done on
a slit lamp and consists of 1500-2000 burns (but usually
more to 3000), 500 micron each, 0.1 seconds burn, and
the space between burns should be 1 burn width. The
burns should be in an energy level enough to produce a
white burn in the retinal layers. PRP should begin in the
inferior quadrants with avoidance of areas with retinal
hemorrhages. Repeating treatment can be done whenever
anterior segment NV does not regress. Today with the
NAVILAS and PASCAL a great degree of accuracy is
seen with lesser variations between burn size and a more
uniform burn shape[117].
A treatment combination of PRP and anti-VEGF
injection has not been tried in a randomized clinical trial,
but has been suggested with favourable results in some
publications and seems reasonable to attempt, in order
to achieve faster regression of anterior segment NV
and/or at least limit the evolution, hemorrhage and pain
associated to NVG along with IOP reduction[68,118,119]. No
indication in the studies mentioned about the timing of
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bevacizumab injection related to the PRP. Since those
were all retrospective studies, the decision regarding timing is reserved to the physician as suited to each patient.
Posterior segment NV of the retina or disc can appear
alone or along with anterior segment NV and needs to be
actively detected during monitoring due to the risk of vitreous hemorrhages. In cases of posterior segment NV an
immediate and non delayed PRP treatment is in order.
Anti-VEGF mono-therapy can only lead to a transient regression of NV[118,119]. No clinical data is available
about the efficacy of anti-VEGF mono-therapy to stop
NV, but repeated injections may be required to stop NV
progression, probably without complete cessation.
A PRP treatment in conjunction with anti-VEGF
may prove to be more effective even if still not tried in
controlled studies.
In cases of severe NV, especially with vitreous hemorrhage, early PRP is strongly indicated (in all areas accessible). In these cases anti-VEGF injection may help in
controlling the development of NV until the resolution
of the vitreous hemorrhage allowing better visualization
for complete PRP treatment.
In patients with neovascular glaucoma, the intravitreal
injection of anti VEGF has been shown regress iris NV
and improve the level of obstruction of the angle[120].
Some case series has shown that anti VEGF (Bevacizumab) with PRP induced a faster regression of iris NV than
PRP alone[68].
Juvenile CRVO, defined as CRVO in patients under
the age of 50, should be differentiated from the traditional CRVO because of a different pathogenesis and
clinical course. In some patients the CRVO is related to a
systemic disease and patients should be evaluated with a
complete systemic workup for the underlying cause.
Juvenile CRVO could often present as benign, well perfused, with limited or no risk factors. Sometimes Juvenile
CRVO could be preceded by inflammation as evident by
cells in the vitreous[50]. The visual prognosis is usually better
than the traditional CRVO, though the risk of complication
may become the same, after one or more recurrence.
There is evidence showing that steroids treatment in
a systemic administration can hasten the resolution of
symptoms. It is custom to treat such patients that have
ME with intraocular steroids, especially Ozurdex though
little evidence exist.
Strategy of treatment
The randomized controlled studies on RVO have provided much information regarding treatment. An important lesson from those studies is that the duration of
the disease before initiation of treatment is an important
factor influencing outcome. Treatment is beneficial in any
stage of the disease, including in the late stages. It has
been shown that in patients with a shorter duration of
the disease, the rapid initiation of treatment may be more
beneficial and the outcome is better.
Patients with CRVO should be first screened for
known risk factors and in case any, the family physician
should be notified regarding the disease. The manage-
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ment and control of the risk factors mentioned earlier
should be fast and aggressive. The patient is evaluated
by VA assessment, biomicroscopy, measurements of
intra ocular pressure, and OCT. Examining the patient
with fluorescein angiography should be done in order to
evaluate areas of ischemia in the periphery and the macular area. FA can also evaluate for the existence of ME or
NV of the disk or retina. NV of iris or angle should be
determined in a gonioscopy examination. Distinguishing
the subtype of CRVO should be done according to the
extent of ischemia as seen on FA.
In cases of preserved VA of 20/40 and better, observation in a monthly fashion is advised, at least for the first
3 mo. If no sight-threatening complications are detected,
the follow-up may be continued every other month for at
least 1 year. All follow-up visits should include VA assessment, OCT and biomicroscopy and FA when needed.
In cases of decreased VA of less than 20/40, the
physician should assess for the presence of ME. In the
presence of ME, treatment should be initiated promptly.
First line treatment should be with a properly approved
drug, with Ozurdex and re-treatment decision based on
the follow-up, or with injections of an anti-VEGF drug
every month for 3-6 mo, with additional injections based
on the progression of ME. As for BRVO, same considerations should be taken to account in deciding the first
line treatment.
In cases of nonperfused CRVO, in the presence of
ME, treatment is still warranted, but the prognosis is
poor. First line treatment should be with a properly approved drug, with Ozurdex and re-treatment decision
based on the follow-up, or with injections of an antiVEGF drug every month for 3-6 mo, with additional
injections based on the progression of ME. The addition
of PRP treatment directed at areas of non-perfusion
should also be considered by the physician in order to
prevent NV. In cases of macular ischemia the prognosis
for VA improvement is generally poor even in cases of
prompt treatment and ME resolution. As mentioned before, same considerations should be taken in deciding the
first line treatment.
At any visit during follow-up, the identification of
neovascularization anywhere in the posterior or anterior
chamber should prompt the treatment with scatter laser
photocoagulation to the ischemic areas, guided by FA.
The addition of an intravitreal drug, steroids or antiVEGF should be considered, although not proven in the
trials available.

When treating patients with Ozurdex, a close monitoring should be advised and a reinjection should be
done in cases of VA deterioration due to recurrence of
ME usually after 5-6 mo.
When treating with anti-VEGF treatments, usually
initiating treatment with Ranibizumab or Bevacizumab,
two main methods can be employed. The first method is
the monthly injection of anti-VEGF for the first 3 mo
followed by a PRN approach. The patient is examined
every month for the first 6 mo followed by an exam every
other month for the rest of the first year. Injection is carried out only if recurrence is noted by VA worsening and
ME presence on OCT.
The second method is rising among practitioners and
is the treat and extend. After the primary 3 injections the
patient is being injected in every visit until macula is dry.
Since achieving a dry macula, the patient is evaluated by
VA exam, biomicroscopy and OCT and is being injected
in every visit. If macula is considered dry in the examination, the follow-up time increases by 2 wk and so on after
every visit with no ME. If ME is presence in one of the
visits, the follow-up decreases by 2 wk. This method allows the practitioner to discover the precise amount of
time between injections for the individual patient with
close enough monitoring and less injections than other
methods.
In a review of intravitreal therapy for ME secondary to RVO, all anti-VEGF treatments showed a better
improvement in VA than steroid treatment at month 12.
The greatest gain in VA in CRVO patients after 12 mo
was shown with the use of aflibercept and Bevacizumab
with a gain of 16 letters compared to Ranibizumab with
14 letters improvement. In BRVO patients Ranibizumab
showed to bring the greatest gain of 18.3 letters compared to Bevacizumab with 15 letter gain[121].
The use of longer-acting dexamethasone implant
(Ozurdex) in conjunction with anti-VEGF therapy was
examined in a small prospective, non comparative trial.
VA gains were achieved up to 6 mo 14 letters, with 29%
showing a ≥ 15 letters gain. CMT decreased by 200 µm.
The mean time to re-treatment was 125.9 d, but it was
unnecessary in 18.6% of patients[122]. The study demonstrated the synergy between both drugs with increasing
VA and prolonging time between injections compared to
each drug alone.
A recent prospective study on the effects of multiple
anti-VEGF injections on IOP resulted in the conclusion
that multiple injections were not found to be a risk factor
for elevation in intra ocular pressure[123].

GENERAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL
TREATMENT

SURGICAL APPROACHES IN RVO
TREATMENT

The treatment of RVO patients has a long course. Multiple visits with examinations and intravitreal injections
are the main course of action today. The common use of
intravitreal injections is a burden on the patient and may
cause further morbidity.
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Few surgical approaches are utilized today in the treatment of RVO. These treatments target the vein occlusion
itself or the macular edema. Most surgical treatments are
abandoned and not in use nowadays due to the new and
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effective pharmacological treatments.

This procedure is reserved to patients where other
treatments, especially intravitreal injection have failed in
achieving improvement, and the blood perfusion of the
macula is sufficient to allows improvement of VA[136,139-146].
Successful results after PPV without ILM peeling
have been described. PPV itself removes VEGF and
other mediators from the vitreous and allows better oxygenation of the retina[147]. PPV with gas/air tamponade
for ME showed a statistically significant improvement
in BRVO patients[148,149]. In CRVO patients the benefit is
questionable[150]. This procedure can also be combined
with intravitreal injection of steroids which permits a
more rapid and lasting action.
PPV is hardly used in most clinics for the purpose of
RVO treatment.

Radial optic neurotomy
Radial optic neurotomy (RON) was used in the past for
the treatment of CRVO[124]. However the benefit effect
has not been studied enough and is still questionable[125].
In most places this technique is not used.
The surgical approach relied on the assumption that the
radial incision will decompress the pressure on the vein.
Optic neuropathy leads to the development of optociliary venous anastamosis (or retino-choroidal shunts),
which increase the retinal venous outflow[126-130]. Incisions
are made on the nasal side of the optic nerve, radial to
the optic nerve itself and parallel to the nerve fiber layer.
A study conducted on 11 CRVO patients, 73% had improved vision with an average gain of 5 lines.
Hayreh[125] raised the concerns about the location of
the incision close to the central retinal artery which can
cause optic nerve head ischemia and complete vision loss.
RON was associated with some serious complications in
more than 71% including damaging central retinal artery,
central retinal vein, optic nerve fiber, globe perforation,
retinal detachment, cataract, choroidal neovascularization
and anterior segment neovascularization[124,130,131].
Patient selection is important with more benefit for
patients with CRVO of under 90 d and a pronounced
peripapillary swelling[127].
RON is a very questionable procedure with controversial benefits and serious possible adverse events. Nowadays it is generally abandoned except for selected cases.

Injection of t-PA through retinal vein cannulation
A need for direct tissue type plasminogen activator (t-PA)
injection had followed some unsuccessful attempts to
treat RVO patients with t-PA systemically or intravitrealy[151]. The surgery includes PPV with removal of the
posterior hyaloid, and injection of 200 µg/mL t-PA to
the optic nerve head through a cannulation of a peripapillary retinal vein.
This technique is favourable because: (1) t-PA is delivered directly to the site; (2) Allows the visualization of the
drug reaching the thrombus; (3) Very small dose provides
sufficient concentration near the thrombus; and (4) The
injection can dislodge the thrombus and induce dilatation
of the central retinal vein. VA was increased in about 50%
of the CRVO patients. However in another study the results were poor with high complication rate[152].
This technique can cause some complications like
vitreous hemorrhage, retinal tears or detachment, NVG
formation, endophthalmitis and phthisis bulbi. Only retrospective data is at hand. This technique is also hardly
ever used.

Chorioretinal venous anastamosis
In this procedure, in order to bypass the occluded vein,
a shunt is made between a retinal vein and the choroid.
This procedure creates another route to for the retinal
outflow and relieves the obstruction. The anastamosis
can be induced by laser or surgery[132-134].
A successful anastamosis was first reported in 33%
with various degrees of VA improvement[132]. However
complications were described in several studies and
included posterior vitreous detachment, hemorrhages,
retinal fibrosis, NV of the choroid, retinal ischemia and
retinal detachment[129,132,134].
The anastamosis, in all the techniques, does not reperfuse areas of nonperfusion, however it leads to better
perfusion of the perifoveal and parafoveal areas, reduce
ischemia, increase venous return, decrease macular edema
and improve VA.
This technique also is generally abandoned and not in
use.

Arteriovenous sheathotomy
The surgical procedure, first introduces in 1988, included
PPV with posterior hyaloids detachment and the opening
of the adventitial sheath at the location of the arteriovenous block in BRVO patients and resulted in improved
visual acuity[153]. The endpoint was the separation of arteriole from the venule. More recently, better results were
seen using a bimanual technique followed by intravitreal
recombinant t-PA[13].
Most studies regarding this surgical procedure failed
to show an outcome justifying the risk of the surgery in
BRVO patients[127,154]. In a study comparing this technique
with intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide in BRVO patients, authors showed similar anatomical and functional
improvement after 6 mo[155].
A recent match-control study compared 45 eyes with
BRVO who underwent arteriovenous sheathotomy to 45
naïve eyes with BRVO. Improvement in VA was 0.42 logMAR in the treatment group compared to 0.22 logMAR
in the control group. The mean postoperative CMT was

Pars plana vitrectomy
Pars plana vitrectomy (PPV) with ILM peeling can bring
resolution of retinal damage and ME in CRVO patients[135-137]. The exact mechanism is unknown but 70%
of RVO patients have shown decreases retinal thickness
and increased VA after this operation[136,137], with an effect
of up to 5 years[138].
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significantly thinner than the control group at 1 mo, but
not at 3, 6 and 12 mo[156]. This technique is not actually
utilized in most clinics.

2

Endovascular cannulation with a microneedle
This is a new surgical treatment in which a retinal endovascular cannulation using a microneedle is done in
eyes with CRVO, in order to flush the thrombus out of
the central retinal vein and through the lamina cribrosa.
Seventy-five percent of patients had a VA improvement
of 15 letters or more 24 wk post surgery, mean BCVA
improved by 16.3 letters and CFT decreased by 271 µm.
No adverse events were noted[157].
This technique is not actually utilized in most clinics.

3

4
5
6

PREVENTION

7

The prevention of recurrent RVO in the same eye, or fellow eye involvement has been discussed in several studies
without any benefit shown, including in the use of antiaggregates or anticoagulants[54,158].
The only available data about recurrence supports the
medical treatment of underlying cardiovascular and other
systemic and ocular risk factors as mentioned above.

8

9

BURDON OF RVO

10

Studies estimate that there are about 500 new RVO patients per million population[38], which can be divided to
85% BRVO and 15% CRVO.
Despite the large numbers, only 40%-50% require intervention, as the others have good vision not necessitating ophthalmological intervention[7,38].

11

12

CONCLUSION
RVO is a common disease and responsible for a large
percentage of ocular morbidity and decreased vision.
The modern imaging techniques allow fast diagnosis
with detection of the ischemic forms if presence, and
the complications, mainly macular edema with OCT and
neovascularisation with biomicroscopy and gonioscopy.
Studies have shown that fast diagnosis and treatment initiation brings better outcome in terms of visual acuity.
The treatment modalities have evolved over the last
few years with the introduction of Ozurdex, anti-VEGF
treatments including bevacizumab and ranibizumab
and the new and promising aflibercept. The diversity allows the physician to switch between drugs according to
patients characteristics and reaction to treatment. The
recent extension studies for the large trials suggest benefit of both CS and anti-VEGF treatment after 36-48
mo. The ongoing COMO study will shed more light on
the first choice for treatment in the comparison between
Ozurdex and ranibizumab.
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